Constructing an illusion of scientific uncertainty? Framing climate change in German
and British print media
Most people receive their scientific knowledge not through direct involvement in science
or scientific publications but through media coverage. Consequently, how the media portray an
issue is crucial for people’s perception, knowledge, and understanding of science (Cacciatore et al.,
2012). Thus, in order to form thorough and reasonable opinions about scientific issues, citizens
depend on accurate and comprehensible coverage.
There are very few research areas in which the overwhelming majority of scientists agree
about the current scientific evidence, and thus a consensus exists. One such area is climate change.
Previous research has shown, however, that for many scientific topics, mass media reporting has
created an image that diverges from the actually existing majority view in science (e.g. the link
between tobacco smoke and cancer [Miller, 1992] or the absence of a link between vaccines and
autism [e.g. Clarke, 2008; Dixon & Clarke, 2012; Speers & Lewis, 2004]). In the case of climate
change, several studies have shown that the media, especially in the United Kingdom and the
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United States, spread climate scepticism (e.g. Painter & Ashe, 2012; Painter & Gavin, 2015;
Schmid-Petri et al., 2015). As a result, the media present scientific evidence as being more
controversial and uncertain than it is actually discussed within the scientific community (Stocking,
1999).
Given that a basic acceptance of the occurrence of climate change and anthropogenic
contributions is an important condition for effectively tackling its causes and consequences on a
sociopolitical level, the media’s role is of vital importance both globally (e.g. in the context of the
recently achieved adoption of the Paris Agreement in December 2015) and nationally (e.g. by
implementing measures to reduce a country’s greenhouse emissions). The question thus arises how
salient different images of scientific uncertainty are in the reporting about climate change in
different countries, and how journalists frame the scientific evidence.
While the majority of previous studies examined the prevalence of scientific uncertainty in
US media (e.g. Antilla, 2005; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Zehr, 2000), scholars recently focused
more strongly on European countries (e.g. Boykoff & Mansfield, 2008; Kaiser & Rhomberg, 2015;
Olaussen, 2009; Painter & Gavin, 2015; Schmid-Petri, in press). However, so far very little is known
about national differences regarding prominence and construction of scientific uncertainty across
Europe (e.g. Painter & Ashe, 2012).
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Against this background our study examines the salience and construction of scientific uncertainty
about climate change from a comparative perspective within Europe by comparing Germany and the
UK. Comparing these two European member states is especially interesting as both have taken
leading positions in the adaptation to climate change at the European political level (Juhola &
Westerhoff, 2011; Lorenz et al., 2013), while on national level the political and societal context of
debating climate change differs.
In Germany climate protection has become deeply rooted in national politics during the
last thirty years (Böhler-Baedeker & Mersmann, 2013). The latest milestone in German climate
politics is the country’s energy strategy (launched by the government in 2010), which plans for a
massive expansion of renewable energies through 2050. However, against the background of recent
energy politics, German climate sceptics have started to gain ground by criticising these political
measures (Brunnengräber, 2013). In contrast, in British politics there has been a strong shift from
cross-party consensus towards politically motivated climate scepticism (Carter, 2014). In particular
since 2010 British climate politics became more contentious and the conservative right “developed
a deep partisan hostility climate policy” and “received frequent and enthusiastic support in the
right-wing media” on this matter (Carter, 2014, p. 429). Moreover climate debate also differs on
societal level between both countries. Various survey studies have shown that climate awareness is
more pronounced among the German population than among the British population. Compared
to people in Britain, citizens in Germany thus take the problem of climate change more seriously
(Eurobarometer, 2011), view increases in global temperatures as more of a threat (ISSP Research
Group, 2012), and support the idea that humans contribute to climate change more strongly (see
also Engels, Hüther, Schäfer & Held, 2013; Poortinga et al., 2011). Thus the question arises whether
we find national differences regarding the prevalence and construction of scientific uncertainty in
German and British media coverage of climate change.
Our study contributes to previous research in various ways. Most of the current studies
that have investigated media coverage of climate change have focussed on the quantity of sceptical
arguments (e.g. Grundmann & Scott, 2014; Kaiser & Rhomberg, 2015; Painter & Ashe, 2012;
Painter & Gavin, 2015), but they have not tried to explain how scientific uncertainty is constructed.
Our study furthers such analyses by examining the construction processes that can lead to an
illusion of certainty or uncertainty in three respects: First, we distinguish two levels in which
uncertainty is constructed within newspaper coverage: within a single news article and across all
news articles (i.e. the level of the whole coverage). Second, we examine which frames are used to
construct scientific uncertainty. Third, our study analyses which actors are able to voice their
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opinions within climate change coverage and thus also the role that journalists themselves play
within these construction processes (Dearing, 1995).
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: first, we focus on different types of
scientific (un)certainty and how uncertainty is constructed in the media, and we derive our guiding
research questions. Second, we introduce the logic of our quantitative content analysis and the
measurement of uncertainty in our study. We present the results in the third section, and finally
close with a broader discussion of the importance and effects of uncertainty in any societal
discussions about climate change.

The construction of scientific uncertainty within media coverage
Different types of scientific uncertainty
Varying degrees of scientific uncertainty are an inherent part of the knowledge-gaining
process within science (Ruhrmann et al., 2013). In general, certainty or uncertainty about scientific
evidence may be found at two levels. First, scientific uncertainty may be designated at the level of
individual scientific results, for example by declaring probabilities, margins of error, and
significance levels for statistical coefficients. Second, on a more general level, scientific uncertainty
may be indicated in the way in which different groups of scientists present and evaluate the state
of the art in a given research field. Especially at this second level, scientific uncertainty in a specific
context is not a ‘given’; instead, it is a matter of interpretation – and thus is a social construction
(Einsiedel & Thorne, 1999).
Within specific scientific fields, the evaluation of different levels of certainty or uncertainty
can either be found in terms of the core assumptions or in the specification of details and
conditions. In the field of climate science it is the duty of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) to continuously summarise, update and evaluate the existing scientific evidence
and assumptions about climate change. Since the early 1990s the IPPC has released five reports
that demonstrate that climate scientists have reached a widely accepted consensus regarding the
following core assumptions: 1) global warming exists; 2) this warming has been caused largely by
humans through increasing CO2 emissions; 3) global warming has negative impacts and causes
major problems; and 4) urgent actions are needed to limit future warming (IPCC, 2013; see also
Anderegg, Prall, Harold & Schneider, 2010; Oreskes, 2004).
However, besides these core assumptions, climate scientists hold ongoing discussions and
argue for varying levels of uncertainty about several details (the exact mean sea level rise, for
instance) or about future climate predictions by using complex mathematical models.
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When reporting on scientific issues, the media can handle these varying levels of uncertainty
in core assumptions or specific details/predictions in different ways.

Covering scientific uncertainty
In most modern societies, the mass media remains the most important forum for
discussions and information about scientific issues and any remaining uncertainties (e.g. Maier et
al., 2014). As we know from previous work, the media actively construct reality, as they must
contend with huge amounts of information and journalists must select which aspects of an issue
they want to highlight and/or which actors will be able to voice their opinions within their
coverage. For the presentation of uncertainty, this means that “in news coverage of risk, scientific
uncertainty can be a function of what is included as well as of what is excluded in coverage” (Dixon
& Clarke, 2012, p. 362).
The framing approach treats the manner in which the media present and interpret issues.
With reference to Entman’s definition (1993), framing means that actors try to promote their
problem definitions, causal interpretations, moral evaluations, and treatment recommendations for
an issue; they do this by selecting and emphasising certain aspects while neglecting others.
Following this definition, frames consist of different elements that form various patterns within
texts (see also Matthes & Kohring, 2008).
Because we are interested in the construction of scientific uncertainty, we focus on
Entman’s frame elements problem definition, causes, and consequences, as well as on their
evaluation, but we exclude the treatment recommendations in our conceptualisation of frames. The
reason for their exclusion is that we understand the treatment recommendations not as part of the
principal scientific discussions, but as one result of a certain interpretation of the scientific
evidence. However, we consider references to scientific studies to be a further instrument to
construct an image of scientific uncertainty, since journalists often cite studies as a source of
authority or to legitimate a certain viewpoint (Boykoff & Mansfield, 2008; Schäfer, 2011; Taylor &
Nathan, 2002) and thus include this referencing as further frame element.
The combination of different frames within an article can create an image of either scientific
certainty or uncertainty. At the article level, scientific certainty can be conveyed in two ways: articles
can either exclusively contain frames that agree with the scientific consensus (certainty following
the scientific consensus), or only sceptical frames that oppose anthropogenic climate change
(certainty opposing the scientific consensus). Uncertainty within an article, in contrast, is created
when contradicting frames are presented, and thus journalists give space and/or credibility to both
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sides of a controversy (e.g. Dunwoody & Peters, 1992; Stocking, 1999). This creates the impression
that different groups of scientists do not agree. The journalistic norm of objectivity often leads to
this (false) balance of different viewpoints in the coverage (Bennett, 2011). In doing so, they may
ignore the actual majority-minority distributions within science and thus over-represent sceptical
views. And as conflict and uncertainty are more newsworthy than consensus, most journalists
emphasise contention in order to create drama (Dearing, 1995; Guenther, Bader, Kessler &
Ruhrmann, 2015; Stocking & Holstein, 2009).
Across all articles (and thus at the level of the whole coverage) an image of certainty is
conveyed when either of the following is published: 1) only articles that follow the scientific
consensus, or 2) only articles that oppose the scientific consensus. Uncertainty at this level means
that either controversial articles appear, or that articles that follow the scientific consensus are
placed in opposition to purely sceptical ones.
Considering previous studies that examined European media coverage of climate change
we find that the prevalence of scientific certainty respectfully uncertainty varies. The most
dominant way of covering climate change in Europe is by following the scientific consensus and
thus emphasizing scientific certainty (e.g. Brossard, Shanahan & McComas, 2004; Olaussen, 2009;
Painter & Ashe, 2012). While in British tabloids the portion of covering the scientific consensus
ranged from 67 percent to 83 percent (Boykoff & Mansfield, 2008), British ‘quality’ press almost
exclusively (98–100 percent) reported significant human contributions to global warming in the
years 2003 to 2006 (Boykoff, 2007). The most recent study on press coverage in the UK found
that the number of articles that followed the scientific consensus ranged from 78 to 93 percent
between 2007 and 2011 (Painter & Gavin, 2015). In Germany the media started to cover climate
change predominantly with the scientific consensus from early on and thus conveyed an image of
scientific certainty (e.g. Grundmann, 2007; Weingart, Engels, Pansegrau, 2000). This trend
continued until recent years: The German media closely portrays the scientific consensus between
2001 and 2003 (Peters & Heinrichs, 2008) and mirrors the position of the scientific community in
the context of the yearly climate summits from 1995 to 2007 (Maurer, 2011; Schmid-Petri, in press).
Although scientific certainty by following the scientific consensus is still the most dominant
perspective in covering climate science, more recent studies found that both scientific uncertainty
as well as opposition to the scientific consensus is increasing in both countries. In the UK, the
proportion of articles that contained sceptical voices increased dramatically, from 7 percent in 2007
to 22 percent in 2009/2010 (Painter & Gavin, 2015). They even revealed a significant increase of
articles containing uncontested sceptical voices. Likewise Kaiser and Rhomberg (2015) found for
Germany that 15 percent of the articles covering the Durban climate summit in 2011 contained
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sceptical arguments. Taken together, the former certainty with which British and German media
used to present human contributions to global warming and its negative impacts seems to decline,
since the number of climate-sceptical voices in the media has increased in both countries. By
presenting uncontested sceptical voices and completely neglecting human contributions to global
warming, the media even construct an illusion of certainty opposing the scientific consensus on
the occurrence of global warming. As previous studies ended in 2011 and did not specifically focus
on the trends in Europe from a comparative perspective, the question arises which tendencies we
can observe across Germany and the UK for the following years. Is the salience of scientific
uncertainty and uncontested climate scepticism in these two countries still increasing, or can we
observe different trends in presenting images of scientific certainty between Germany and the UK?
Thus, our first research question is:
RQ1: Are there differences in the prevalence of scientific uncertainty about climate change in British and
German press coverage within single articles and across all articles?
In order to gain deeper insights into how uncertainty is constructed within articles, and thus to
reveal how scientific uncertainty is constructed through the selection and emphasis of certain
aspects of climate science, we ask the following question:
RQ2: Which frames are used to construct varying degrees of scientific uncertainty about climate change
within articles in the British and German press coverage?
Furthermore, framing can be understood to be a discourse between various actors in
society who try to make their interpretations of climate change prominent among the public
(Carragee & Roefs, 2004; Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). As a result, frames are always bound to
specific actors. We may assume that articles that follow scientific consensus, in an effort to increase
scientific certainty about climate change, will pay more attention to those actors who have higher
authority and credibility within the scientific community (Grundmann & Scott, 2014). On the other
hand, scientists can be found on both sides of a controversy; previous research has shown that
journalists often cite scientists with conflicting positions - called the ‘dueling scientists scenario’ and thus create an image of uncertainty (e.g. Painter, 2013).
Finally, at least in some cases, journalists may themselves be supportive of opposing claims,
and thus pursue their own attitudes and interests (Guenther & Ruhrmann, 2016; Ruhrmann et al.,
2013; Stocking & Holstein, 2009) by providing room for maverick science (Dearing, 1995). In the
case of climate change, for example, previous studies have shown that journalists from right-leaning
newspapers in particular are more likely to actively promote images of scientific uncertainty about
global warming (Painter & Ashe, 2012; Painter & Gavin, 2015). Journalists thus influence the
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construction of scientific uncertainty about global warming by the decisions they make about which
sources they will include in their coverage. Therefore, our third question is:
RQ3: Who are the leading actors in the creation of scientific uncertainty about climate change in British
and German press coverage?

Methods and Measurement
Quantitative content analysis
We conducted a quantitative content analysis to answer our research questions. The media
sample we used included the most important daily and weekly newspapers and magazines for each
country in terms of nationwide circulations and their opinion-leading roles.1 In order to draw a
national sample of relevant articles, as a first step, using the Factiva and LexisNexis search engines,
we identified all articles (including news and opinion pieces) that contained the keywords ‘climate
change’ or ‘global warming’ (respectively ‘Klimawandel*’ or ‘globale* Erwärmung’) that were
published during our study period of 1 June 2012 to 31 May 20132. For the newspaper Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung and the news magazine GEO, the articles were searched manually (using their
own archives) following the same procedure. To locate our sample within the large issue cycle of
climate change, Figure 1 (Appendix A) displays the total amount of articles containing the keywords
for all the (available) newspapers and magazines in our sample from 2000 onwards. The figure
shows that our sample was drawn in a period with medium amount of coverage which leads us to
conclude that we study today’s typical debate about climate change in the German and British print
media. In the second step, we drew a random sample of 35 articles per month for each country,
which resulted in 420 articles for both the United Kingdom and Germany (henceforth ‘UK’ and
‘D’).
Frame identification
The selected articles were coded on two levels.3 First, several formal variables and up to
three ‘most important actors’ (MIAs) were identified at the article level. A MIA might be external

1

UK: tabloids: Daily/Sunday Mirror, The People (now SundayPeople), Daily/Sunday Express, Daily/Sunday Mail, The Sun,
Daily/Sunday Star; broadsheets: The Guardian/The Observer, The Times/The Sunday Times, The Independent/The Independent
on Sunday/i, The Telegraph/The Sunday Telegraph, Financial Times (UK edition).
D: tabloids: BILD/BILD on Sunday; broadsheets: Süddeutsche Zeitung, Frankfurter Rundschau, Die Welt/Welt on Sunday,
taz, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung/FAZ on Sunday, Der Spiegel, Der Focus, Der Stern, Financial Times Deutschland (included
until its final publication on 2012-12-07), Die ZEIT, Handelsblatt, GEO.
2
This resulted in a sample of 2197 articles for Germany and 4729 articles for the UK.
3 The codebook is available at:
http://www.ikmb.unibe.ch/ueber_uns/personen/e211585/e211590/Codebook_ClimateChange_SchmidPetrietal_2
013_ger.pdf.
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sources who were directly or indirectly cited by the journalists, or the journalists themselves
expressing their views on climate change. The journalist was coded as ‘MIA’ when either arguments
about climate change were mentioned in an article but were not explicitly attributed to an external
source, or in cases in which a journalist clearly expressed his/her own opinion. Actor importance
was defined by the amount of space that was devoted to their statements (number of MIAs: D: N
= 779, UK: N = 778).
At the actor level (the second level of the coding), several variables about the actor type
and the content of the actors’ statements were coded, as follows.
Actor type. All MIAs were coded for their actor type (political actor, socioeconomic actor,
civil-society organisations/NGOs, scientists/experts, journalists/media, individual citizens).
Frame elements. As mentioned above we understand framing as a social discourse in which
different actors try to promote their interpretations of an issue. In this understanding frames are
always bound to specific actors who express them. Consequently we measure frames on the actorlevel and not on the level of the whole article.
In order to explore which frames were used to construct scientific uncertainty about climate
change for each actor, we coded argument sequence variables on 1) the actors’ problem definitions
of climate change (beliefs or denials that climate change is occurring, opinions that climate change
is a problem or not, and perspectives on climate change); 2) their causal interpretations of climate
change (i.e. human or natural causes) and any positive or negative consequences of global warming;
and 3) actors’ references to scientific studies. For this last point, any references to scientific studies
for all actors were coded up to three times in cases in which they cited scientific studies either to
support or contradict anthropogenic climate change.
We thus did not code ‘whole’, previously defined, frames, but instead followed Matthes
and Kohring’s methodology (2008, p. 263); they suggest splitting “up the frame into its separate
elements, which can quite easily be coded in a content analysis”. This approach has several
advantages: first, frames are not subjectively defined in advance, but are empirically determined.
Second, the coder does not know which frames he/she has to search, which minimises the
influence of coder schemata on the coding process. Third, it is possible to detect newly emerging
frames using this approach (Matthes & Kohring, 2008).
The single frame-elements included in the codebook were first developed deductively,
using earlier studies (e.g. Antilla, 2005; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Painter & Ashe, 2012) and the
Fourth IPCC Assessment (IPCC, 2007) report as a starting point. Second, the elements then
became fully defined by inductively examining a sample of newspaper articles for further
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statements to ensure the integrity of our codebook. The aim of this combined approach was to
identify all relevant and available arguments in the societal discussions about climate change. We
undertook the quantification of the different arguments/frame-elements once the codebook had
been fully defined and pretested. The coding was completed by six trained coders. The reliability
of the variables at the actor-argument level was Krippendorff’s Alpha = .77, see Appendix B for
detailed reliability scores.
Identification of frames. During the course of the data analysis, the single frame elements were
summarised into frames via hierarchical cluster analysis using different steps. First, we excluded
any variables that occurred fewer than ten times in both countries (Matthes & Kohring, 2008); in
the end, 33 variables were included in the cluster analysis. Second, we computed a hierarchical
cluster analysis using the single-linkage algorithm in order to identify any outliers. As no outliers
could be identified, all actor-frame sequences (D: N = 779, UK: N = 778) were included in the
analysis. We then ran a hierarchical cluster analysis using the Ward algorithm and the Euclidian
distance measure for the binary data to identify the actual frames. We included the data of both
countries in one cluster analysis instead of running two separate analyses. The key advantage of
this procedure is that the results can be compared directly; furthermore, since both countries
entered the analysis with nearly equal numbers of cases, neither country had undue influence on
the cluster solution.4
Using the elbow criterion (i.e. the increase of the error square sum), a five-cluster solution
seemed to best fit our data, although this solution ended up with one cluster out of the five, which
was hardly interpretable. We thus decided to stick to four clusters, which could be interpreted quite
well. In order to interpret the clusters, we examined the shape of the means of the cluster-forming
variables (tested with an ANOVA; p-value < .05, see Appendix C). As mentioned above, we
identified four frames: Frames 1 and 2 represented aspects of the scientific consensus, while
Frames 3 and 4 conveyed the sceptical views of the countermovement.

Frame 1: The phenomenon of climate change (D: 45% / UK: 45%)
The first and most frequently used frame describes the general phenomenon of climate
change; it explains that climate change is occurring, and that it is problematic. The specific view of

4

We ran two separate cluster analyses to further prove this approach (one each for the German and British actorframe sequences); we then compared them to the overall analysis. The resulting frames appeared to be fairly stable,
which substantiated our approach.
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the problem is based on technologies or technical innovations in terms of energy generation or
energy supply. The frame mentions anthropogenic contributions as causes of climate change, and
the negative consequences that global warming can have. This position on climate change is further
emphasised by the citation of scientific studies in support of human-caused climate change.

Frame 2. Negative consequences of climate change (D: 34% / UK: 32%)
Comparable to the first frame, the second frame also states that climate change exists, and
it acknowledges that global warming involves several problems. This is the second most dominant
frame in the media coverage. The frame emphasises several negative consequences of global
warming: deglaciation, the increase of extreme weather events and natural disasters, sea-level rises
and coastal/island flooding, and the shortage of water for drinking and agriculture. On a more
general level, the frame also highlights the negative consequences for the ecosystem (i.e. damage
to ecological systems, decrease of vegetation zones, the expulsion of species), the economy (i.e.
damages to infrastructure and buildings, crop failure), or society (i.e. poverty, damage to health,
dissemination of diseases).

3. Positive consequences of climate change (D: 19% / UK: 16%)
In contrast, the third frame also acknowledges that climate change occurs, but it neglects
to mention or questions the idea that global warming is a problem. While the perspectives taken
by actors who use this frame include the causes of climate change, like the second frame, the third
frame focusses on the consequences of climate change. In contrast to the second frame, however,
actors mention the consequences 1) without an evaluation; 2) with both positive and negative
evaluations (thus the evaluation is ambivalent); or 3) with an explicitly positive assessment. For
instance, this third variety might include positive economic consequences (i.e. higher profits for
the tourism industry) or positive ecological consequences (i.e. new cultivable land, or an increase
in species diversity). O’Neill et al. (2015) found a similar frame in their qualitative study – which
they named ‘opportunity (O2)’ – that emphasises the beneficial impacts of climate change. They
stated that this frame often corresponds to an emphasis on uncertainty in climate science (and its
related solutions and impacts) and thus may be linked to climate scepticism. This frame also
contradicts one of the core assumptions of the IPCC: that global warming poses a severe threat to
humanity (IPCC, 2013). We thus interpret this frame to be sceptical, although the argumentation
is more subtle than in the fourth frame.
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4. ‘Trend and attribution’ scepticism (D: 3% / UK: 7%)
The fourth frame can be perceived as an interpretative pattern that is purely sceptical. First,
it includes the opinion that climate change is not occurring, or at least that it is not possible to
prove whether or not climate change is occurring. This form of scepticism is labelled ‘trend
scepticism’ (Rahmstorf, 2004). The perspective on climate change is very general; no specific aspect
is highlighted. Concomitant with this general denial of climate change is the notion that
anthropogenic contributions are not clear, and that natural causes are responsible for the
phenomenon – a position named ‘attribution scepticism’ (Rahmstorf, 2004). The fourth frame also
denies that rising temperatures are a consequence of climate change, or it describes any correlation
as being unclear.

Frame aggregation
Finally, the information about the frames that were identified were aggregated at the article
level. As described in the theoretical section, certain articles were defined as articles that either only
contained frames of climate advocates who follow scientific consensus (Frames 1 and/or 2) or as
articles that present only frames of the sceptical countermovement (Frames 3 and/or 4). Articles
were considered ‘uncertain’ when they contained at least one frame from both sides, and thus
presented the issue as being contested.

Results
Based on previous research, our first research question asked whether we can observe
differences regarding the prevalence of scientific uncertainty about climate change between British
and German press coverage. As table 1 shows there are only marginal, statistically non-significant
differences between the two countries: At the article level controversial articles that relay an image
of uncertainty appear slightly more frequently in the United Kingdom (14 percent) than in
Germany (10 percent). Across all newspaper articles, thus taking the whole picture displayed in
Table 1 into account, purely sceptical articles were somewhat more pronounced in German
newspapers (19 percent) than in British ones (15 percent) 5.

5

As complementary analysis we analyzed the actors’ treatment recommendations on mitigation and adaptation
actions. The results show that in the majority of articles in which the scientific consensus was followed, the actors
discussed or supported adaptation or mitigation measures (D: 75%, UK: 64%). This amount declined within the
controversial (and thus uncertain) articles: treatment recommendations were mentioned in only 53 percent of the
German and 59 percent of the British articles. Finally, among the purely sceptical articles, only 13 percent of German
and 8 percent of British articles featured actors who supported regulations to adapt to or mitigate climate change.
We may thus see that the way in which the scientific evidence of climate change is discussed has a direct influence on
actors’ support of policy actions.
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Table 1. Salience of uncertainty in German (D) and British (UK) coverage
Certainty
Purely advocating articles (articles that follow scientific consensus)
Purely sceptical articles
Uncertainty

D

UK

71%
19%
10%

71%
15%
14%

Basis: N = 420 articles in each country; Cramer’s V=.07, n.s.

In order to address the second research question (about which frames are used to create
different images of uncertainty), we examined the distribution of frames in certain and uncertain
articles (Table 2 and Table 3). The results show that in both countries, journalists frequently used
both advocate frames of the phenomenon of climate change (Cramer’s V=0.003, n.s.) and negative
consequences (Cramer’s V=.013, n.s.) to create certainty about climate change, although the more
general frame was used somewhat more frequently in both countries. Again, there was no
statistically significant difference between the two countries.

Table 2. Frames used to create an image of certainty (article level)

Frames
Phenomenon of climate change
Negative consequences
Positive consequences
Trend/attribution scepticism
N (number of articles)

Certainty
Purely advocating articles
Purely sceptical articles
D
UK
D
UK
60%
60%
50%
51%
91%
83%
9%
25%
300
300
79
63

Note: Multiple frames per article possible.

In contrast, we found that journalists who tried to construct an image of certainty opposing the
consensus mainly based their argumentation on one frame that emphasised the positive
consequences of global warming (Cramer’s V=.13, n.s.). This argumentation was more widespread
in German newspaper coverage (91 percent) than in British coverage (83 percent), where certainty
opposing the consensus was also created by the spreading of ‘trend and attribution’ scepticism (25
percent; Cramer’s V=.22, p<.05).
Table 3 displays the different combinations of the identified frames journalists could use
to create controversy within an article. The results show that uncertainty was differently
constructed in the two countries: in the German coverage, the negative and positive consequences
were more strongly played off against one another. In the United Kingdom, in contrast, the
phenomenon of climate change was more frequently due to trend/attribution scepticism.
However, none of the differences was statistically significant.
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Table 3. Frames used to create an image of uncertainty (article level)
Opposing frames
Phenomenon of climate change vs. Positive consequences
Phenomenon of climate change vs. Trend/attribution scepticism
Negative consequences vs. Positive consequences
Negative consequences vs. Trend/attribution scepticism
N (number of articles)

Uncertainty
Controversial articles
D
UK
37%
28%
17%
32%
56%
44%
10%
14%
41
57

Note: Multiple “opposing frames” per article possible.

Our third research question addresses the role of cited actors and journalists in portraying climate
change either in a certain or uncertain way. Figures 1 and 2 show the proportions of the different

0%

D (n=300)

UK (n=300)

Figure 1. Actors in purely advocating articles

D (n=79)

UK (n=63)

Figure 2. Actors in purely sceptical articles

The results show that in purely advocating articles, political actors, followed by journalists and
scientists/experts, mainly speak for the climate (Figure 1); there are hardly any differences between
the two countries. One reason for the high number of political actors in the articles is that
journalists consider such actors to be newsworthy due to their influence and prominence. On the
other hand, politicians themselves have an interest in being publically perceived as climate
advocates, as this will provide the basis for them to legitimise political actions that will adapt to or
mitigate climate change.
For the purely sceptical articles, the most striking finding is the high proportion of
journalists who express their own views on climate change in addition to those of the sceptical
scientists they cite (Figure 2). This means that in both countries journalists play an active role in
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constructing climate scepticism. More sceptical scientists are cited in German articles than in British
articles, whereas more civil-society organisations present sceptical arguments in the United
Kingdom than in Germany.
Figure 3 displays the five most frequently mentioned pairs of actors who oppose one
another in controversial articles. As already shown for the usage of frames for creating uncertainty
(Table 3), in terms of the actors who oppose one another in controversial articles, we also found
differences in the coverage between the two countries. Whereas in Germany the ‘dueling scientist’
scenario was the most common in contested articles, in the British coverage the dispute was mainly
between political actors and journalists. In general, controversy in the German print media more
often involves scientists, whereas in the United Kingdom politicians are more prominent in
conflictual articles.

50%
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10%

D (n=41)

political actors vs.
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Figure 3. Opposing actors in uncertain/controversial articles (top five)
Discussion
The aim of our study was to examine the salience and construction of scientific uncertainty
in European media coverage of climate change from a comparative perspective. To do this, we
used quantitative data to compare climate change coverage in the German and British print media
from June 2012 to May 2013 which is a time span where no unusual external events, except from
the annual climate conferences, occurred.
In both countries the majority of articles follow the scientific consensus on the occurrence,
the anthropogenic contributions and the negative consequences of global warming. Most of the
coverage thus conveys an image of scientific certainty on climate change, which is in line with
findings from previous research (e.g. Painter & Ashe, 2012). Consequently, the results also show
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no cross-national differences regarding the general prevalence of scientific uncertainty. In both
countries uncertainty appears both within single news articles and across all news articles (i.e. at the
level of the whole coverage).
Additionally our findings show that the amount of articles containing sceptical voices
increased in both countries, compared to former studies (Kaiser & Rhomberg, 2015; Painter &
Gavin, 2015). But the type of skepticism differs: Whereas scepticism in the German press coverage
focusses more on the positive impacts of climate change, in the United Kingdom trend and
attribution scepticism is far more widespread. These types of scepticism discount either the
occurrence of global warming or anthropogenic contributions to global warming, and are thus
fundamental forms of scepticism. Considering the public debate on climate change, such
uncontested, purely sceptical articles create the illusion of uncertainty, since they contradict the
scientific consensus that the majority of the coverage provides. One explanation for these
differences regarding the stressed type of scepticism could be the dominant position of the tabloid
press within the British media system. Tabloids usually have no fixed group of subscribers and
depend heavily on direct ‘on the street’ sales. Thus, they use different mechanisms to generate the
highest possible attention to attract readers and buyers. Furthermore, the British press market is
very competitive, which further creates the need to draw attention and to find unique selling points
that will differ from other news outlets. One way to gain attention is to highlight conflict and
controversy; involving influential and prominent actors such as politicians makes the coverage even
more enticing for potential readers. The highlighting of ‘trend and attribution’ scepticism fits into
this pattern, as this is one of the simplest and most undifferentiated forms of scepticism. This type
of coverage (and in particular the emphasis on fundamental scepticism) could perhaps be related
to the more sceptical attitudes of the British population compared to their counterparts in
Germany.
Our findings regarding the actors involved in the climate debate reveal that the British
controversy in mainly dominated by political actors whereas in Germany scientists and experts are
more strongly engaged in the debate. This finding, that the climate discourse in the British media
is mainly political in nature rather than scientific, supports the observation that in Britain climate
scepticism became more strongly politically motivated over the past years (Carter, 2014). Thus the
open question remains of whether and how the rising climate scepticism in the German media will
affect public opinion and climate politics in the long run.
Strikingly, in both countries journalists themselves played a very active role in the
construction of uncertainty through climate scepticism. Based on our results, we can thus state that
journalists transform (and not merely convey) information about climate change (Dearing, 1995).
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It would appear that journalists may be found in both countries who personally hold sceptical views
about climate change (see also Brüggemann & Engesser, 2014); they promote these views in their
coverage of the issue and thus create, intentionally or not, the illusion of scientific uncertainty.
This controversial and uncertain coverage can have several effects on the audience. First,
by lending prominence (and thus credibility) to maverick science, there appears to be far more
controversy than there actually is within the scientific community. Second, this controversy reduces
the audience’s perceptions of scientific certainty (Corbett & Durfee, 2004) and can thus decrease
people’s trust in science (for example, see Jensen & Hurley, 2012). Third, this leads to an overrepresentation in the coverage of the views of a small minority of opposing scientists, which makes
these ‘outliers’ seem more important in the scientific discourse than is actually the case. One
consequence of this situation may be that the credibility of the ‘majority’ science suffers. The
popular perception that conflicting standpoints exist within climate science may also lead to
decreasing support for binding policies that would mitigate global warming within different
societies. This may in turn hinder the transformation of the success achieved at the most recent
conference of the parties (COP) in Paris 2015 into national regulations.
On a more general level, the question arises of which external reality the media should
reflect in its coverage. Because climate scientists have reached a widely accepted consensus on the
core assumptions of global warming, it seems reasonable to assume that the media should reflect
this consensus (instead of creating uncertainty), since this may distort the way in which the audience
perceives global warming (see above). One could also argue, however, that the media should
primarily reflect any discussions that are prevalent within civil society (e.g. following Habermas’
claims). Within this line of reasoning, they should also report on any sceptical arguments. Following
the liberal model media should mainly cover any discussions among the political elites (which, in
Germany and the United Kingdom, also mainly follow the scientific consensus).
A further limitation of our study is, of course, is that we only examined newspaper
coverage; uncertainty and controversial reporting about climate change also occur in other
important media outlets (e.g. TV and radio). Online communication would be an especially
interesting area for further research: with its low entry barriers and the absence of journalistic
selection criteria, online news outlets appear to be an important platform, especially for sceptical
and controversial (and thus uncertain) reporting about climate change. Additionally we examine
the construction of uncertainty only for one year from June 2012 to May 2013. As this year was
not distorted by unexpected or unusual natural, scientific or political events media coverage could
look different in another time period. Thus, to examine how external events trigger the media’s
construction of scientific uncertainty further studies taking a longitudinal approach are needed.
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